
Here is a selection of my own aphorisms from The Money Art, Vol. V:

You cannot go wrong with a good idea,
but you can go wrong with no idea at all.

*
I play the markets to win at making profits,

but more than that, I play to know.
*

Coins with more than two sides have not been invented yet.
*

Paupers are net buyers;
rich men are gross sellers.

*
Sometimes success means climbing to the top,
sometimes success means staying in business.

*
Most people run to escape trouble

more than they run to achieve a goal.
*

Don’t waste your time and,
to become wildly successful,

don’t waste other people’s time.
*

For something to work out well later
it must not work well first.

*
The great battle is between the big things you see

and the little you can remember.
*

Success comes only from the power of conceptualization,
not from the need to copy.

*
The only thing fools know for sure is their past.

They are wrong, because their past
could have been much better if they had built it.

*
Better than asking questions is to give answers.

*
Life is a bitch: when demons push you to do bad things
you will be the one getting punished, not the demons.

*
You are not supposed to think when you trade.

You are supposed to collect the prize for your past thinking.
*

True love comes from the power of not hurting.



*
You always have choices and a chance to grow:

teach the many lost souls below you
or learn from the few chosen ones above you.

*
Freedom is something to find, not to look for.

*
Belief, non-belief and knowledge are the world’s greatest forces.

*
Life is a bitch only to those who did not win.

*
There are many ways of doing things,

but the one that matters is the champion way.
*

It does not mean that if you know you can do.
*

The Stone Age had no unemployment,
only Cyber Age has lots of it.

*
The secret to success?  Serious work.

The secret to phenomenal success?  Postpone your revenge!
*

In a crazy world, you must be the craziest one.
*

When beauty, talent and hard work are not rewarded
it’s nice to watch bad taste, ugliness and ordinariness getting punished.

*
Cyber-investing is not about making money,

it’s about making more money.
*

Life is a party to which nobody gets an invitation.
*

Working with money is very special.
Working for money is not.

*
Inmates flee from jail to escape to freedom.
People outside jail have nothing to flee from

and nowhere to find freedom.
*

Nothing is uglier than the men who know but can’t do.
*

The road to excellence starts with quitting misery.
*

On planet Earth, bad things happen even to Jesus.
*

Experience is the forte of nullities.



Inspiration is the gift of geniuses.
*

Business at the top is done by obligations;
business at the bottom is done by retail sales.

*
If you cannot save somebody,

don’t expect others to save you.
*

Money is not the ultimate goal.
Freedom and greater wisdom is.

*
A small number of copies confirm the original;

large numbers of copies contribute to its demise.
*

With every day you delay your success
you are adding one month to your failure.

*
When the rule is about something good,

the exception is about bad, and vice-versa.
*

Weeds never have the same rights as flowers have.
Destroy the weed!

*
Never do something if you cannot learn from it.

*
The absence of something good

is the presence of something bad.
*

I am more afraid of something than somebody.
*

Everything has a price.
To win, make sure you pay the cheapest price.

*
A book is a fact,

an opinion is smoke in the wind.
*

There is a huge abyss between doing what you like
and liking what you do.

*
Failure finds a home where no success lives.

*
Something does not have to be ugly to look bad;

it’s enough that it is not beautiful.
*

The power to imitate is stronger than the desire to create.
*



The winner does not win only on his merits,
he is helped by all those who ruin themselves.

*
Routine feeds itself on bad habits,
discipline feeds itself on success.

*
Exceptionality has two enemies:
the smallest one is criminality,
the biggest one is normality.

*
To be free, a man must run as fast as to escape

from what people want him to do and say.
*

In the game of life there are winners and losers.
Winners are called champions,

losers are called what?
*

Wise men learn from the failures of fools more
than fools learn from the success of wise men.

*
The frog which jumps when thrown into hot water

is happy to stay in cold water not knowing
the pot will soon be boiling.

*
To get the minimum success
follow the maximum dream.

*
If people respected money
toilet paper wouldn’t sell.

*
Risk adverse persons

are in fact success adverse fools.
*

Patriot is not the man who dies fighting in wars.
Patriot is the man who leaves himself behind

to plan ahead and work for his fellow countrymen.
*

To love means not to doubt.
*

Never do things you will want to forget.
*

When you find yourself in some crowd
ask yourself if in fact this is where you wanted to be.

*
To get your dream job

provide one to someone poorer than you.
*

Human body stops growing tall one day.



Human mind does not have to stop growing.
*

Going up to the top is simple:
start with stopping to go down first.

*
Money does not grow by spending it.

*
There is more reason for rich men to stay rich

than for paupers to grow rich.
*

Stock charts show not only how far prices moved
but also how stupid the men who missed profits are.

*
Wisdom never comes from peer pressure.

Only herding, lunacy, overcrowding and imitations do.
*

Things not done fast die fast.
*

The good things coming to those who wait
are the trash which men rushing to success discarded.

*
A fool not only sees no gold when he passes by it,
but also he cannot find gold when he looks for it.

*
When you tell the truth, you make a little step forward,

when you tell a lie, you make two giant steps back.
*

The light comes from being the first one to do something,
not from being rich, wise, sexy, holy or amusing.

*
Delays promise and deliver failure.

*
As traders we have two joyous moments:

when we win and when we don’t win but others lose.
*

Neither Buddha, nor Jesus looked like they were rich men.
*

Better than following rules
is to discover them.

*
Every breadcrumb tells the story

of how tasty the loaf of bread was.
*

Wealth and poverty is less a human fantasy
and more the result of buying and selling.

*
Inspiration takes over where experience fails.

This article is an abridged sample from John
Craciun’s motivational e-book ‘The Money Art, Vol. V’

available for sale at
www.GainTraders.com (the Tuition section)

Feel free to e-mail it to your friends.


